
WAC Activities Guide 
Middle and High School Global Learning 

Activity 3.B  Prepare Presentation 

Phase: Challenge, Solution, Presentation 
Subject: Global Issues, Anthropology, Sustainable Development, Writing 
Learning Goals: Now that your team has identified a problem and a potential 
solution, it’s time to prepare your formal presentation. This lesson offers steps to 
outline your team’s presentation of  the solution. It is meant to be done over the 
course of  one or more meeting sessions. Start with #1 and pick up where you leave 
off  at the next meeting time.  

1. Clearly Identify The Problem: 
Within the theme of  the Smart City, identify the following clearly: 

A. Which category does your problem fit into best: 

1. Agriculture   6. Transportation 
2. Water & Sanitation  7. Energy/Utilities 
3. Education    8. Infrastructure 
4. Trade/Commerce  9. Healthcare 
5. Climate/Environment  10. Anthropology/Community 

B. What is the city or location where your problem exists? (Remember, this can be 
local, within the US, international, or even on a Space Station or Planet in the future.) 
__________________________________________________________________  

C. Identify your problem using one simple statement: 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

D. What is your proposed solution? 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

E. What is your local (your school or community) connection to this problem? If  this 
problem does not affect your community, what is your team’s proposed action step? 
How will you take ACTION to solve this problem NOW? Be specific.  



2. Presentation Brainstorm 
Now that you have clearly identified your team’s problem, it’s location, the proposed 
solution and your local action steps, it’s time to prepare your presentation. Remember 
the parameters for the presentation. You must present the problem and your team’s 
solution within 15 minutes. You will be judged based on the creativity of  your 
presentation and the applicability of  your solution. Spend 10-15 minutes 
brainstorming ideas for how to creatively present your presentation. You want to 
engage the audience and be concise. You must present your problem in a way that 
demonstrates your research. Try to think outside the box, but to get you started, here 
are some ideas: 
• Present your problem within the framework of  a familiar TV show or movie. 

• Set your presentation up from the point of  view of  a single family 

• Members of  your team could be civic leaders of  a Smart City (governor, mayor, representatives, 
business owners, community volunteers, etc.) discussing problem and proposing solutions 

• Presentation could be a town meeting format, perhaps making the audience feel they are part of  the 
presentation… have team members sitting in the audience playing the part of  different community 
members with specific points of  view 

• Team members could demonstrate “living” the problem - showing a family or community members 
suffering because of  the existing problem and show how their solution can be enacted 

  

3. Script Outline 
Once a storyline has been established for the presentation, create an outline on which 
a script can be built. Consider these factors: 

• Be sure everyone on the team has a role 
• Give equal time to the problem and the solution 
• Make space to include the EVIDENCE of  your RESEARCH (remember, you are 

handing in a bibliography of  your sources at the time of  your presentation) 
• How will you construct your scenery / props (you perform in a classroom and can 

use smart board for background if  needed) 
• Would someone who knew nothing of  your problem understand it after your 

presentation? 
• How will you take LOCAL ACTION on this problem? Can you include this in your 

presentation? 



4. Practice, Practice, Practice 
Here are some hints as you practice your presentation:  
• As you write your formal script, consider having the people acting the parts be the 

ones writing that character’s lines. That way, they will be written in a way that person 
would actually speak, making it easier for them to remember the lines and make it 
feel like a more authentic presentation.  

• Make time to practice your presentation in “scenes” at first, and after each scene is 
learned, put the pieces together to make the complete presentation. 

• Be sure the use of  props and scenery make sense for your presentation and have a 
meaningful role in the story you are telling. 

• Consider having a dress rehearsal (or three) in front of  peers, another team or class, 
or your entire school. Give people the judging rubric to consult as they watch your 
presentation and ask them to fill it out and review it with you afterward. Outsider 
feedback can be very helpful in refining your presentation(You could even use your 
dress rehearsal as a fundraiser for families and friends to come and see your 
presentation and raise money for the cause you adopt in your solution!) 

• Have fun! The more fun you have with your presentation, the more fun the 
audience will have learning about your problem and getting behind your proposed 
solution!   


